


1. ____ is clever ____Tom to make Christmas 
cards.

  A. That, of   B. He, for  C. This, for   D. It, of
2. The person with the star sign Taurus is said to 

be _______and doesn’t like to change.
 A. clever  B. stubborn  C. selfish  D. modest
3. Mike is very _______because he always gives 

money to others.
A. curious   B. patient   C. active   D. generous  
4. The underlined part in the sentence “I have 

many good books.” is a/an________. 
A. attributive  B. object  C. predicate  D. subject

1.D

2.B

3.D

4.A



5. —I’ll have an English exam about star sign next 
Monday.         — _____.

 A. Bad luck              B. That’s great
 C. Glad to hear that D. Good luck to you
6. Millie is getting on well with her friends but she 

is a little selfish________.
A. in time   B. on time   C. at times    D. at a time
7. Which animal is not in star signs but in the 

Chinese horoscopes生肖?
  

C. B. D. A. 

                             

6.C

7.A

5.D



8. Don’t eat_____ meat any more. You are____ fat 
now.

A. too much; much too  B. too many; many too
C. much too; too much  D. many too; too many
9. Although Maths is very difficult, you can’t_____.
A. give in it B. give it in  C. give up it  D. give it up
10. I have____ to do before the exam, so I can’t 

watch_______ TV now.
  A. a lot; a lot of        B. a lot; a lot   
  C. a lot of; a lot    D. a lot of; a lot of
11. --- Do you want tea or coffee?  
      --- ______. I really don’t mind.
  A. Both    B. None  C. Either    D. Neither

B. 

8.A

9.D

10.A

11.C



12. I felt_______ yesterday evening, and then I 
fell____ quickly.

  A. sleepy, asleep    B. asleep, asleep  
  C. sleepy, sleepy    D. asleep, sleepy
13. Most boys_____ guns to dolls while most girls 

_____ have dolls than guns.
  A. would rather; prefer      B. prefer; would rather
  C. would rather; would rather    D. prefer; prefer
14. This pair of  jeans looks nice______ Sandy 

because she looks very nice___ blue.
    A. on; in       B. in; on      C. for; on      D. to; in
15. I prefer _____ shopping to _____ at home.
    A. to go; staying     B. going; stay   
    C. going; staying    D. go; to stay

12.A

13.B

14.A

15.C



16. —Did you take_____ one-day trip to the West Hill last 
Sunday?   —Yes. It was fantastic! It’s____ most 
delightful trip I’ve ever had.

     A. a; a      B. an; a     C. a; the       D. an; the
17.  I am very tired now and want very much to have a rest, 

but ______I’ll help you.
     A. somehow  B. anyway  C. therefore    D. however
18. —Don’t you enjoy watching the English programme 

Outlook English Magazine on CCTV Channel 10?
   —______.I think it very helpful to improve my listening 

and speaking abilities.
    A. Yes, I do  B. No, I don’t  C. Yes, I don’t  D. No, I do
19. You will find this week’s programme a bit boring.         

What is the underlined part?
    A. object complement        B. predicative   
    C. adverbial                         D. object

16.C

17.B

18.A

19.A



20. ______of students of the school is over 
2000.____of them are from the city.

A. The number; The number B.  A number; A number
C. The number; A number D. A number; The number
21. She is _______ a good student. She is always 

ready to help others.
 A. so     B. such    C. too     D. very
22. I was doing my homework ______ the telephone 

rang. It was my aunt.
 A. when    B. while     C. as     D. as soon as
23. We’ll do what we can _____ English well this term.
      It’s high time for you to work hard.
 A. study  B. to study  C. be studied  D. be studying

20.C

21.B

22.A

23.B



24. You won’t necessarily_____ at everything the 
first time you try.

    A. succeed               B. success    
    C. successful           D. successfully
25. —How long_______ the Supermarket_______？
   —Since last month,
    A. has; opened       B. did; open    
    C. had; opened       D. has; been open
26. Would you please______ me______ to do next?
    A. to tell; how       B. to tell; what   
   C. telling; how       D. tell; what
27. The ____ mother will give ____ of them a present.
    A. twin’s; every    B. twin’s; both    
    C. twins’; each    D. twins’; every

24.A

25.D

26.D

27.C



28. How_______ she sings! I have never heard______.
    A. beautiful; a better voice      
    B. beautifully; a better voice
    C. beautiful; the better voice     
    D. beautifully; the better voice
29. A lot of students at my school _____about the TV 

programmes they like in the past two years.
    A. interview                      B. interviewed
    C. have interviewed         D. have been interviewed
30.  —Thank God. It’s Friday again. Have a nice 

weekend! —_______ .
     A. Me too                     B. Yes, I’11 be free then
     C. The same to you    D. That’s all right

28.B

29.D

30.C



31. It is clever _____ you ______out the problem.
   A. for, to work            B. of, working       
   C. for, working           D. of, to work
32 Is it important _____Amy ____the Reading Club?
   A. for, to join               B. for, to join in      
   C. of,  to join                D. of, to join in
33. The boy is _________himself.
   A. enough old to dress B. old enough to dress    
   C. enough old dressing D. old enough dressing
34. Is _____possible to fly to the moon in a spaceship?
    A. this              B. that              C. man      D. it

D

A

B

D



35. If your star sign is ______, it means that you are 
stubborn and don’t like change.
 A. Aries   B. Taurus    C. Gemini   D. Cancer
 36. It’s ______comfortable to read in a ___room.
A. very, quite            B. quite, quiet         
C. too, quiet             D. so, quiet
37. We should help poor people in _____parts of Asia 
and Africa.
 A. the others   B. other    C. others    D. another
38. It’s good of you to keep____ when you have 
something difficult_____.
   A. trying; to do                  B. trying; doing   
  C. to try; to do                   D. trying; to be done

B

B

B

A



39.—-I’m ____ to eat a horse now!
  ---Really? But I don’t have___ for you. I’m so sorry!
     A. hungry enough; food enough            
     B. enough hungry; enough food
     C. hungry enough; enough food            
      D. enough hungry; food enough
40. I can’t see _______in the fitting room.
   A. somebody B. anybody C. nobody  D. everybody
41. It’s _____for us _______polite in class.
     A. interesting, to become   B. important, to    
    C. good, to                            D. necessary, to be
42. The  room is safe to ____.
     A. live in      B. live at      C. live          D. live with

B

C

D

A



43. She was _____angry __she couldn’t say a word.
  A. too…to    B. so…that    C. very, that      D. /, so that
44. The story happened _____the morning ______May 
8,2008.
     A. in, in         B. in, on      C. on, on        D. on, of
45. Why do these children look so______?
     A. carefully     B. happy      C. younger      D. happily
46. ----Mum, may I go out and play football?
  ----Yes, you may if your homework________.
     A. finishes             B. is finished        
     C. was finished     D. has finished

D

B

B

B



47. ----Where is your brother?
  ----He ______Beijing. He has ______there twice.
     A. has gone to, gone            B. has gone to, been
     C. has been to, gone            D. has been to, been
48. He ___________the life in Suzhou, isn’t he?
    A. is used to    B. used to   C. is used    D. use to
49. He ____you the news if he ______tomorrow.
   A. tells, will come back    B. will tell, come back
   C. will tell, comes back   D. will tell, will come back
50. Don’t make him ____all the time. Tell him _____a 
rest.
     A. working, have     B. work, to have   
     C. to work, to have  D. works, have

B

A

C

B



51. The old men should be treated with __________.
     A. kindness      B. kind       C. kindly      D. kinder
52. He ______to learn English when he was six 
years old.
     A. taught himself          B. teaches himself
     C. taught him                D. teaches him
53. The boy would rather _______than _________.
     A. listening to music, watching TV           
     B. to listen to music, watch TV
     C. listens to music, watches TV              
     D. listen to music, watch TV
54. Sandy was _____a bad mood and nobody could 
_______yesterday.
     A. with, cheer up her          B. with, cheer her up
     C. in, cheer up her              D. in, cheer her up

A

A

D

D



55. Thank you _______me to your birthday party. 
     A. for invite       B. to invite  
    C. for inviting    D. of inviting
56. Travelling by bus isn’t _____travelling by train, I 
think. 
     A. very comfortable than   B. as comfortable as
     C. as comfortable than       D. more comfortable as
57. We _____seeing the film stars on TV programmes.
 A. used to  B. will used to  C. are used to     D. use to
58. It is ____noisy here ______I can’t hear you clearly.
  A. very, because       B. too, to  
 C. very, that               D. so, that

C

B

C

D



59. ------Do you mind opening the window?  -----_____.
     A. Of course not.    B. Yes, please         
    C. No, I can’t            D. Yes, I can
60. Don’t cry any more. The police ______your son. 
     A. were found         B. are finding          
     C. have found         D. found
61. Nanjing is ______city that many visitors come to 
visit it every year. 
     A. such beautiful      B. such a beautiful     
    C.  so a beautiful       D. so beautiful
62. There is _____in the box. It’s empty.
     A. something strange       B. strange something
     C. nothing strange            D. strange nothing

A

C

B

C



63. Lucy prefers __________to _________.
     A. singing, dancing    B. to sing, dance      
    C. to sing, dancing      D. sing, dance
64. -----How many students are there in the 
classroom? ------________.
     A. somebody   B. No one  C. Nobody    D. None
65. She didn’t listen to _______.
     A. anyone else         B. someone else      
    C. no one else           D. none else
66. Mr. Wang teaches ______English.
     A. our      B. us          C. ourselves  D. we

A

D

A

B



67. A black and white cat ______under the table. 
     A. is        B. are          C. be             D. have
68._____English is ____useful language in the world. 
     A. /, a          B. An, an        C. The, a     D.A, /
69._____of us likes this film.
     A. Nobody        B. None     C. No  D. all
70. Do you know how many colours ______in a 
rainbow?
     A. are there            B. is there    
     C. there are            D. there is 

A

A

B

C



71. Some colours make us ______calm and 
peaceful.
     A. feel       B. to feel     C. to fell      D. fell
72. Large animals, _______, tigers and lions, live 
on meat.
     A. for examples         B. for example       
     C. for an example      D. such as 
73. Shanghai is too far away. I’d rather ______in 
Suzhou.
     A. going shopping            B. to go shopping
     C. shopping                       D. go shopping

B

A

D



74. Learning ______ country’s language is a better 
way of knowing ______culture behind it.
    A. the, a        B. a, the        C./, the        D. a,/
75. I haven’t had much success ________ my 
applications for my job.
    A. for          B. with         C. on            D. in
76. Thank you for ______ me _____your English 
teacher.
    A. recommend, as       B. recommending, for  
   C. recommending, as   D. recommends, as
77. I was _____to watch the _____football match 
yesterday.
    A. exciting, excited  B. exciting, exciting    
    C. excited, excited    D, excited, exciting

B

D

C

D



78. Some of the signs ________creatures.
    A. represented by           B. is represented by  
    C. are represented by    D. are represented with
79. —I am sorry I ________my homework at home.
   —That’s all right. Don’t forget _____it to school 
this afternoon.
    A. forget, to take     B. forget, to bring      
    C. left, to take          D. left, to bring
80. —Would you tell me ______an e-mail, please?
      —Tomorrow.
    A. how to make        B. how to send        
    C. which to make     D. when to send
81. —May I have a glass of beer, please?
    —Beer? Sorry, there’s ______left, but would you 
like some juice instead?
A. none    B. something      C. nothing     D. no one

C

D

D

A



82. Do you have ________to do the work ________?
    A. enough time, good enough              
    B. time enough, enough good
    C. enough time, well enough               
    D. time enough, enough well
83. He always ________his friends about 

everything. In fact, he has no thoughts of his own.
    A. plays with      B. deals with           
    C. talks with        D. agrees with
84. The white walls in hospital make me _____that 

I feel even worse.
    A. to feel stressed    B. feel very stressed    
    C. so stressed          D. very stressed

C

D

C



85. We all find _____dangerous to skate on the thin 
ice.
    A. this         B. it          C. that           D./
86. I hope you _____to me soon.
    A. to write    B. will write   C. write     D. wrote
87. Beef noodles in Lanzhou taste the best in China 
and _____.
    A. are sold well      B. sell well          
    C. sell good           D. are sold good
88. Simon has been on the phone for half an hour. 
What sentence element is the underlined part?
    A. Predicative.       B. Predicate.         
    C. Attributive.        D. Adverbial.

C

B

B

D



89. It kept _____ all day, so we couldn’t go out.
  A. rain          B. raining       C. to rain          D. rained
90. ----Who helped you repair your bike?  
     ----______! I repaired it all by myself.
  A. Everybody           B. Anybody        
  C. Somebody           D. Nobody
91. ---Can you tell me something about the accident, 

Tommy?     ----_____. I know _____about it.
  A. Yes; a little            B. Yes; little       
  C. Yes; nothing         D. No; a little
92. The light is still_________. Mr. Green _________at 

home now.
  A. on, can be          B. down, may be    
 C. on, must be         D. up, can’t be

B

D

A

C



93. They are going to have a picnic _________ next week.
   A. sometimes          B. sometime        
   C. some time           D. some times
94. ---When shall we go to the concert, today or tomorrow?
  ------_______ is OK. I am free this week.
   A. Both         B. All          C. Either          D. Neither
95. _______ delicious food! Do you need ______?
 A. How; more some    B. What; some more    
 C. How; some more    D. What; more some
96.The best way to learn English is _____ you _____ in an 

English-speaking environment.
  A. let; to live                 B. to let;  live    
  C. letting; living           D. letting ;to live 

B

C

B

B



97. The story is really interesting, but I don’t think ______ 
will like it.
  A. somebody               B. anybody       
  C. everybody               D. nobody
98. ----“It’s too cold. Would you mind_________ the 

window?”  ----“_____. But don’t do it now.”
  A. to close; Sure              B. closing; Good idea  
C. closing; Better not        D. closing; Of course not
99. The boy is often seen _______  basketball after school.
  A. play                    B. to play            
 C. to playing           D. played
100. He’s never been to a foreign country, ________?
A. isn’t he             B. is he              
C. has he             D. hasn’t he

C

D

B

C


